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Abstract: Appendicular skeletal traits are used to quantify changes in morphological disparity and 

morphospace occupation across the fish-tetrapod transition, and to explore the informativeness of 

different data partitions in phylogeny reconstruction. Anterior appendicular data yield trees that 

differ little from those built from the full character set, whilst posterior appendicular data result in 

considerable loss of phylogenetic resolution and tree branch rearrangements. Overall, there is 

significant incongruence in the signals associated with pectoral and pelvic data. The appendicular 

skeletons of fish and tetrapods attain similar levels of morphological disparity (at least when data 

are rarefied at the maximum sample size for fish in our study) and occupy similarly sized regions of 

morphospace. However, fish appear more dispersed in morphospace than tetrapods do. All taxa 

show a heterogeneous distribution in morphospace, and there is a clear separation between fish and 

tetrapods despite the presence of several evolutionarily intermediate taxa. 
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THE origin of limbed vertebrates (tetrapods) from fish is among the most iconic, best known, and 

best studied of all major evolutionary transitions (Coates et al. 2008; Shubin, 2009; Clack 2009, 

2012). This event entailed remarkable changes in structural complexity, ecological variety, and 

morphofunctional diversity (Coates et al. 2007; Shubin et al. 2009; Pierce et al. 2013; Neenan et al. 

2014), and is therefore of considerable significance to biologists interested in tempo and mode of 

evolutionary radiations. Phylogenetic, palaeoecological, and functional aspects of the fish-tetrapod 

transition are most appropriately addressed by analysing changes in the appendicular skeleton. This 

is because the elaborate architecture of fins, limbs, and girdles offers a rich source of cladistic and 

biomechanical data (e.g. Clack 2012; Pierce et al. 2012; see also Ruta 2011), and permits detailed 

investigations into patterns and rates of trait change near the origin of a major animal radiation (e.g. 

Clack 2009, 2012; Coates et al. 2002, 2008; Ruta et al. 2006; Wagner et al. 2006). More broadly, 

fossil, embryological, and comparative anatomical data on the appendicular skeleton have promoted 

the interdisciplinary dialogue between evolutionary and developmental biologists (e.g. Coates et al. 

2007; Hall 2007; Shubin et al. 2009; Clack 2012). 

The last ten years have witnessed an astonishing proliferation of fossil finds spanning the fish- 

tetrapod transition, spurring the publication of increasingly detailed and refined matrices of skeletal 

characters and significant novel interpretations of existing data (e.g. Boisvert et al. 2008; Callier et 

al. 2009; Ahlberg 2011; Pierce et al. 2012, 2013; Smithson and Clack 2013; Anderson et al. 2015). 

However, recent cladistic analyses vary in the extent to which appendicular characters are atomised 

and coded. In his compendium of appendicular characters for some of the most adequately known 

fin- and limb-bearing stem-group tetrapods and early-branching crown-group tetrapod clades, Ruta 

(2011) sought to establish whether appendicular data alone are able to retrieve taxon relationships 

that are congruent with those inferred from more comprehensive data matrices. As part of ongoing 

research on models of evolutionary transformation during major adaptive radiations, we employ 

herewith the data in Ruta (2011) to investigate changes in the structural complexity of fins, limbs, 

and girdles across the fish-tetrapod transition, and to scrutinize further the issue of phylogenetic 
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informativeness in appendicular traits. We address two hypotheses. The first is that the appendicular 

skeletons of the fish-like relatives of tetrapods were less morphologically disparate than those of the 

digit-bearing taxa. The second is that characters of the pelvic and pectoral girdles support different 

phylogenies and define empirical morphospaces with significantly different characteristics. In some 

scenarios of adaptive diversification, our first hypothesis implies that morphological complexity 

increased coincident with, or immediately after, the onset of ecological innovation (specifically, the 

water-land transition) (e.g. Benton 2015; Erwin 2015). Our second hypothesis is that anterior and 

posterior appendicular characters did not evolve in tandem, as expounded by Coates et al. (2002). 

The present paper adds to the growing number of analyses of morphological disparity in fossil 

groups (e.g. Briggs et al. 1992; Wills et al. 1994; Wills 1998a, b; Lofgren et al. 2003; Ruta et al. 

2006; Adamowicz et al. 2008; Brusatte et al. 2008a, b, 2011; Ruta 2009; Cisneros and Ruta 2010; 

Young et al. 2010; Prentice et al. 2011; Thorne et al. 2011; Ausich and Deline 2012; Bapst et al. 

2012; Benson et al. 2012; Brusatte et al. 2012; Foth et al., 2012; Wills et al. 2012; Gerber 2013; 

Hughes et al. 2013; Ruta et al. 2013a, b; Stubbs et al. 2013; Smith et al. 2014; Trap 2014; Xue et 

al. 2015). Unlike most previous contributions, however, we focus on a single morphofunctional 

complex (the appendicular skeleton). In this, our approach resembles traditional and geometric 

morphometric analyses where specifically delimited constellations of landmarks or measurements 

of individual structures are used (e.g. Zelditch et al. 2004; for other examples of disparity studies 

based on a set of discrete traits, see Meloro and Jones 2012 and Grossnickle and Polly 2013). 

Therefore, results should be interpreted exclusively in the framework of the selected data (e.g. Wills 

2001). Thus, our target is a well-studied and character-rich skeletal system that is analysed in a set 

of taxa bracketing narrowly a specific internode on the tetrapod stem-group, where key changes of 

interest took place. For species selection criteria, see Ruta et al. (2003), Ruta and Coates (2007), 

and Ruta (2011). In the Appendix S2 (Dryad Digital Repository: 

http://dx.doi.org/10.5061/dryad.1hr49/2), we reports the data matrix as a NEXUS file for PAUP* 

(Swofford 2002). For the complete character list, see Ruta (2011). 
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AIMS 

 

This paper has two three major aims. (1) We discuss the results of character partition experiments 

(Figs 1, 2) based on the data matrix of Ruta (2011). Such experiments are designed to investigate 

whether different data sets (i.e. anterior vs. posterior appendicular characters) carry comparable 

levels of phylogenetic signal (and, as a corollary, if a weak but correct signal shapes the tree 

exclusively when the partitions are combined), and whether they impact differently on disparity 

profiles at the fish-tetrapod transition. (2) We use the data matrix of Ruta (2011) to quantify 

changes in morphological disparity during the emergence of limbed vertebrates (Figs 3, 4). (23) We 

construct an empirical morphospace in which we quantify patterns of dispersal and clustering of 

species (Figs 5–8), comparing their observed distribution to a null model of complete spatial 

randomness (for statistical and analytical procedures, see Baddeley and Turner 2005; Hammer and 

Harper 2006). Finally, we discuss briefly the distribution of unique states in the Ruta (2011) matrix 

(Fig. 9).We also discuss the results of character partition experiments. With these experiments, we 

ask whether different sets of data (i.e. anterior vs. posterior appendicular characters) carry 

comparable levels of phylogenetic signal (and, as a corollary, if a weak but correct signal shapes the 

tree exclusively when the partitions are combined), and whether they impact differently on disparity 

profiles at the fish-tetrapod transition. 

 

MATERIAL AND METHODS 

 

Disparity analyses 

 

Group delimitations. Our taxonomic sample is divided into fin- and limb-bearing species. This 

subdivision offers a useful framework for discussing disparity changes in relation to the origin of an 
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easily identifiable novelty – the digits (e.g. Coates et al. 2002; Shubin et al. 2006; Hall 2007; 

Johanson et al. 2007; Boisvert et al. 2008; Woltering and Duboule 2010; Zhang et al. 2010; 

Ahlberg 2011). The ‘boundary’ between fin- and limb-bearing taxa was placed on the internode 

between elpistostegid-grade members of the tetrapod stem-group (i.e. Panderichthys; Tiktaalik) and 

all more crownward taxa (Text-fig. 1A). For some taxa, assignment to one or the other of these two 

categories took into account the most recent comprehensive phylogenies. A remarkable example is 

represented by the Catskill humerus (e.g. Shubin et al. 2004), attributed to digit-bearing taxa here in 

the present paper specifically in order to bias our analyses towards one the first of our working 

hypotheses (see above), that the appendicular skeleton of fin-bearing taxa is less disparate than that 

of limb-bearing taxa. At present, we do not know whether the Catskill humerus belonged to a 

limbed or a finned animal. By placing it among digit-bearing taxa, we enforce our null hypothesis 

that the range of appendicular morphologies – and hence complexity – of those taxa was greater 

than that of fish-like tetrapodomorphs. This way, we impose a more stringent scenario for the 

outcome of statistical tests of morphological differences between the two taxon sets. If in fact the 

morphological disparity of the finned taxa were found to be comparable to, or higher than, that of 

the limbed taxa, then we would place greater confidence in the performance of the tests in rejecting 

the null hypothesis. 

 

Autapomorphies. We did not add autapomorphies to Ruta’s (2011) matrix for numerous pragmatic 

reasons, which we detail elsewhere (Ruta, Benton and Wills in preparation). Cisneros and Ruta 

(2010) provided a preliminary discussion of the rationale behind the exclusion of autapomorphies. 

Briefly, the practice of expressly enumerating autapomorphies in a data matrix is somewhat more 

arbitrary and subjective than the coding of synapomorphies. Unless the autapomorphies are highly 

concentrated in a small number of terminal taxa, however, their impact upon the distribution of taxa 

in morphospace is likely to be negligible, at least when either a variance-covariance matrix between 

characters (as in Principal Component Analysis) or a matrix of pairwise Euclidean (or generalised 
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Euclidean) distances between taxa (as in Principal Coordinates Analysis) are employed (e.g. Wills 

1998a). Specifically, taxa are distributed very slightly more centrifugally when autapomorphies are 

included than when they are excluded. Where the distribution of autapomorphic states across the 

taxonomic exemplars is indistinguishable from random, the impact of including or excluding them 

is even less likely to be significant. Ruta (2011) attempted to accommodate as much variation in the 

morphology of the appendicular skeleton as possible (for similar protocols, see Ruta and Bolt 2008; 

Ruta 2009) and although he did not code for autapomorphies, instances of unique states within 

multistate characters were represented in his matrix. Here, we investigate the distribution of those 

unique states as a proxy for the distribution of the autapomorphies overall. The actual distribution of 

unique states was tested against a null best-fit Ppoisson distribution for the data using chi-squared 

and maximum likelihood optimisations. The deviation of the actual distribution from this null was 

assessed using the VCD v. 1.4-0 package (Meyer et al. 2015) in the ‘R’ (v. 3.1.2) environment for 

statistical computing and graphics (http://www.R-project.org/). 

 

Analytical protocols. We offer only a summary of the methods used for disparity analyses, as these 

are discussed extensively by Wills et al. (1994), Wills (1998a, b), Brusatte et al. (2008a, b, 2011), 

Ruta (2009), Cisneros and Ruta (2010), Young et al. (2010), Prentice et al. (2011), Thorne et al. 

(2011), Hughes et al. (2013), and Ruta et al. (2013b). With all characters unordered and of unit 

weight, we first converted the data matrix of Ruta (2011) into a dissimilarity matrix of intertaxon 

generalised Euclidean distances, employing MATRIX v. 1.0 (e.g. Wills et al. 1994; Wills 1998a). 

This The distance matrix (Appendix S1; Dryad Digital Repository: 

http://dx.doi.org/10.5061/dryad.1hr49/1) was then subjected to a Principal Coordinates Analysis 

(PCoA) in GINKGO v. 1.5.5 (Cáceres et al. 2007), with Cailliez correction for negative eigenvalues 

(Cailliez 1983). For disparity calculations (see below), we included sufficient successive PCo axes 

to explain 90 percent of the total variance in the data. The scores (i.e. the PCo coordinates) of taxa 

on those axes (Appendix S1; Dryad Digital Repository: http://dx.doi.org/10.5061/dryad.1hr49/1) 

http://www.r-project.org/
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were used to calculate disparity indices in RARE v. 1.2 (e.g. Wills et al. 1994; Wills 1998a). All 

analyses and calculations were performed three times: once for the complete matrix and once each 

for the anterior and posterior appendicular character partitions. Four disparity indices were used: 

sums and products of ranges and variances (with all products being scaled to a single dimension). 

As well as calculating indices for all fin-bearing and digit-bearing (or presumed digit-bearing) taxa, 

we also used rarefaction analysis within these two groups in order to to quantify the sensitivity of 

our results to perturbations in taxon sample and to sample size differences. This is because range-

based metrics are affected chiefly by sample size (less so by the splitting or lumping of taxa), 

whereas variance-based metrics are influenced for the most part by taxon subdivision and merging 

(less so by sample size, at least when sampling is random; see Van Valen 1974; Wills et al. 1994; 

Ciampaglio et al. 2001; Villier and Korn 2004). The mean and median disparity values with 

approximate 90 percent confidence intervals were estimated using 10,000 bootstrap replicates (Figs 

3, 4). 

Two-dimensional plots of taxa using combinations of the first three PCo axes are illustrated in 

Figure 5A–C. Also, we explored in brief the results obtained from a Non-Metric Multidimensional 

Scaling (NMDS) analysis applied to the generalised intertaxon Euclidean distances derived from the 

entire character matrix. The taxon distribution in the plane delimited by the first two NMDS axes is 

shown in Figure 5D. For brevity, we have not conducted NMDS analyses on character partitions. 

our Our choice of the two multivariate methods (PCoA; NMDS) is underpinned by a purely 

exploratory approach. In practice, most of our discussion is based upon PCoA. For a detailed 

treatment of these methods, see also Legendre and Legendre (1998) and Hammer and Harper 

(2006). 

 

Statistical protocols. The PCo scores were used in three permutation tests to quantify differences in 

the manner in which fish and tetrapods occupied their respective regions of morphospace. First, we 

tested if the variances of scores in these two groups were different using a permutation-based, non-
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parametric multivariate analysis of variance (hereafter, npMANOVA) (Anderson 2001; Hammer 

and Harper 2006). Second, we tested if the ranked distances between taxa within their actual groups 

(i.e. fish or tetrapods) were different from the ranked distances between taxa assigned to the two 

groups at random. Formally, the null hypothesis of this analysis of similarity (hereafter, ANOSIM) 

was that ranked dissimilarities within groups have equal median and range (Clarke 1993; Hammer 

and Harper 2006). The third test – two-group permutation (hereafter, TGP) – evaluates the equality 

of the means of two groups via a permutation procedure. This was assessed by randomly assigning 

taxa to the two groups several times, each time calculating the new mean values (Hammer and 

Harper 2006). The groups’ means were compared to the distribution of the mean values thus 

obtained. All tests were run in PAST v. 2.12 (Hammer et al. 2001; Hammer and Harper 2006) using 

1000 permutations in all cases. Each test was applied to the entire dataset, and to each of the two 

character partitions (anterior and posterior appendicular characters). For all three tests, we also 

explored the effects of including a variable number of multivariate axes. Specifically, variants of 

npMANOVA, ANOSIM, and TGP used the first two, first three, and first five successive axes, as 

well as multiples of five axes up to, and including, the number of axes needed to encompass at least 

90 percent of the total variance. For example, 36 axes account for 90 percent of the total variance 

when the full character matrix is employed. Therefore, we repeated npMANOVA, ANOSIM, and 

TGP tests with 2, 3, 5, 10, 15, 20, 25, 30, 35, and 36 axes (Table Table S1; Dryad Digital 

Repository: http://dx.doi.org/10.5061/dryad.1hr49/3). 

Using GINKGO, we produced tabulations of the pairwise PCo distances between taxa using the 

whole character set and the two appendicular character partitions. We then evaluated the degree of 

congruence among the three PCo distance matrices as well as their degree of similarity using the 

software CADM (Legendre and Lapointe 2004). CADM implements a global test of congruence using 

an extension of Mantel’s (1967) test for the correlation between two distance matrices, and operates 

by randomly permuting the matrices independent of each other. CADM further performs a posteriori 

tests of the congruence of each individual matrix (a single matrix at a time is permuted) relative to 

Formatted: Font: Italic
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all the others (the null hypothesis is that an individual matrix is incongruent with each of the others 

in turn). For analyses in CADM, which is now part of the APE (v. 3.0-8) package in ‘R’ (Paradis et al. 

2004), we carried out 999 permutations of matrix structure, each matrix having equal unit weight. 

In addition to the CADM analyses, we performed tests of concordance of taxon distributions in 

the multivariate morphospace plots derived from the whole character set and from each of the two 

character partition sets, using the Procrusean superimposition method devised by Peres-Neto and 

Jackson (2001; see Hetherington et al. 2015 for a recent application), and implemented in the 

VEGAN (v. 3.0-8) package in ‘R’ (Oksanen et al. 2013). In all pairwise comparisons among the three 

PCo distance matrices, the Procrusean superimposition method rotates a matrix such that it achieves 

maximum possible similarity with another matrix after the sum of squared differences between the 

same data points (taxa) in the two matrices is minimised. We used 999 permutations of matrix 

structure to evaluate the significance of the point distributions between any two matrices. 

Finally, we tested whether five taxa that bracket narrowly the fish-tetrapod boundary in 

Figure 1A (Panderichthys, Tiktaalik, the Catskill humerus, Acanthostega, and Ichthyostega) were 

closer to other fin-bearing or digit-bearing taxa. For each of these ‘boundary’ taxa in turn, we first 

tagged the PCoA distances to all other ‘non-boundary’ taxa as either ‘fish’ or ‘tetrapod’, and then 

subjected the distances thus grouped to a Mann-Whitney test in PAST (null hypothesis: equality of 

medians in two independent samples; e.g. Hammer and Harper 2006). 

 

Spatial analyses 

 

Analytical protocols. In order to characterize patterns of taxon distribution in morphospace, we used 

two-dimensional point pattern analysis in the SPATSTAT v. 1.21-2 package (Baddeley and Turner 

2005) in ‘R’. We utilized the scores on the first two PCo axes for the analysis involving the full 

character matrix. In addition, we analyzed the taxon distribution using coordinates on the two 

NMDS dimensions. For all bivariate scatterplots, we first estimated the spatial bounds of the point 
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distribution with the Ripley-Rasson method (see Ripley and Rasson 1977). This generated a two-

dimensional rectangular plane beyond the outermost data points, and representing an optimal 

observation window. We then produced a kernel density estimate of the probability distributions of 

taxa within this window. This is illustrated using bivariate density plots (e.g. Lucy et al. 2002; Fig. 

6A, B) as well as perspective plots (Fig. 6C, D; e.g. Wand and Jones 1995) (see also Wills et al. 

2012 for an example). In the bivariate density plots, different colour hues represent areas with 

identical probability density values. In the perspective plots, the ‘peaks’ and ‘troughs’ represent, 

respectively, higher and lower probability densities. The plane on which the perspective plots are 

superimposed corresponds to the plane delimited by the first two axes (either PCo or NMDS). For 

brevity, we have not built bivariate density or perspective plots for the two character partitions. 

 

Statistical protocols. Clustering and overdispersion of taxa in the bivariate scatterplots from PCoA 

and NMDS were estimated for fish and tetrapods combined, as well as for each of these two groups 

considered separately. The Ripley-Rasson method was again employed to estimate spatial bounds, 

but this time defining convex polygonal windows. For all species, as well as for fish and tetrapods 

independently, we calculated Ripley’s K function (Ripley 1979), describing the average probability 

of encountering neighbouring points as the distance from a focal point increases (e.g. Baddeley and 

Turner 2005; Hammer and Harper 2006). The K function for any given (observed) point distribution 

was first compared with the theoretical distribution that would be expected for a random (Poisson) 

scatter within the defined bounds of the observation window. If portions of the curve from the real 

data points lie above or below the theoretical curve (it can cross it repeatedly, depending upon the 

scales of spatial randomness), then the real data points are more or less clustered, respectively, at 

those distances than we would expect from a Poisson model. In order to assess the significance of 

these differences, we used Monte Carlo simulations of 999 random point distributions defining 

empirical confidence ‘envelopes’ around the theoretical curves. The portions of the observed curve 

occurring above or below the highest and lowest boundaries of these envelopes indicate that the 
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species are significantly more or less clustered at the corresponding scales, respectively. The K 

function and confidence envelopes are illustrated for both PCoA (combinations of first three axes; 

Fig. 7) and NMDS (first two dimensions; Fig. 8).  

 

Character partition analyses 

 

PAUP* v. 4.0b10 (Swofford 2002) was employed in parsimony analyses based upon two character 

set partitions of the Ruta (2011) data matrix. In all cases, the parsimony settings were as follows: 

heuristic searches; 5000 random stepwise addition sequences; tree bisection-reconnection branch-

swapping algorithm (TBR), keeping a single tree in memory at the end of each addition sequence; 

TBR branch-swapping subsequently applied to all trees in memory, with the option of saving 

multiple trees (see Quicke et al. 2001); “amb-” option in effect (internal branches are collapsed if 

their minimum possible length is zero). The two character partitions were as follows: characters 1–

89, 139–143, 151, and 153–156 for the anterior appendicular set; characters 90–138, 144–148, and 

157 for the posterior appendicular set. Characters 149, 150, and 152 were general to both anterior 

and posterior sets, and were therefore excluded. Taxa that contained problematic amounts of 

missing data in one or both partitions were removed, leaving 27 terminals in the reduced dataset. 

The taxa removed included 11 fin-bearing (Glyptolepis, Gogonasus, Marsdenichthys, Medoevia, 

Onychodus, Rhizodopsis, Rhizodus, Sauripterus, Sterropterygion, Strepsodus, Tiktaalik) and six 

limb-bearing (or presumed limb-bearing) species (Caerorhachis, the Catskill humerus, Hynerpeton, 

Ichthyostega, Pederpes, Silvanerpeton). 

In our data partition experiments, we first applied the standard incongruence length difference 

(ILD) test (e.g. Farris et al. 1995a, b) to the modified matrix. The ILD compares the length of the 

most parsimonious trees (MPTs) inferred from the entire character set with the sum of the lengths of 

the MPT(s) inferred from two (or more) character partitions analysed independently. The difference 

between these two lengths is the incongruence length difference (ILD), and could be attributed to 
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character conflict between the partitions. The test determines whether the difference is consistent 

with a null expectation, specifically whether the observed ILD value is within the 95 percent 

confidence interval of ILD values for data sets randomly partitioned in the same proportions as the 

original data (in this case, 99 pectoral and 55 pelvic characters). A large number (500) of random 

partitions was used to build a distribution of random ILDs. 

In our second set of data partition experiments, we applied a test analogous to the ILD, but 

using tree-to-tree distance metrics in the place of tree length differences as a measure of 

incongruence. Two metrics were used: the symmetrical difference distance, RF (e.g. Robinson and 

Foulds 1981) and the maximum agreement subtree distance, d1 (e.g. Finden and Gordon 1985). For 

two trees, RF is calculated as the number of clades (or taxon partitions) that are unique to both. 

Similarly, d1 is defined as the number of taxa that have to be removed to obtain a maximum 

agreement subtree, i.e. a tree consisting of a subset of taxa for which all trees agree upon 

relationships after removing the smallest possible number of taxa. Specifically, we determined 

whether the relationships among taxa generated from the pectoral and pelvic data analysed 

independently differed significantly from the relationships among taxa generated from a large 

number of random, similarly sized character partitions. As multiple MPTs were often obtained, we 

calculated the distances between the two sets of trees as the mean of distances between nearest 

equivalent trees in these sets (e.g. Cobbett et al. 2007). 

 

RESULTS 

 

Phylogenetic analyses with character partitions 

 

We present the results from the phylogenetic analyses first, as they assist in the discussion of the 

disparity results. Figure 1A shows the original strict consensus from Ruta (2011). Figure 1B-G 

illustrate 50 percent majority-rule and Adams consensus trees from maximum parsimony analyses 
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of the 27 terminals using the whole character set (minus characters 149, 150, and 152; see above) 

(Fig. 1B, E), and from the anterior (Fig. 1C, F) and posterior (Fig. 1D, G) character partitions, 

respectively. The majority-rule consensus shows the proportion of maximum parsimonious trees in 

which a specific node appears. We further chose the Adams consensus to provide an immediate 

characterization of unstable taxa in the most parsimonious trees. In an Adams consensus, such taxa 

are shifted to the most inclusive node in which they appear in any of the shortest trees. Analyses of 

the taxon-reduced matrix result in significant taxon rearrangements relative to the original tree, 

especially when only pelvic data are considered. When all characters are used for the analysis of the 

27 terminals (Fig. 1B, E), two most parsimonious trees (condensed from four with the “amb-” 

option) are found (403 steps; global consistency index, CI = 0.5215; global retention index, RI = 

0.6577). Crassigyrinus and baphetids (Eucritta, Baphetes) emerge, respectively, as the most basal 

and second most basal taxon after Acanthostega. Tulerpeton and wahtcheeriids (Ossinodus, 

Whatcheeria) are sister groups and, together, they form the sister group to anthracosaurs 

(Pholiderpeton, Proterogyrinus, Eoherpeton, Archeria). All other limbed taxa preserve the same 

relative positions as in the trees from the original analysis (Fig. 1A). When pectoral characters are 

employed with the 27 terminals (Fig. 1C, F), 38 most parsimonious trees (condensed from 142 with 

the “amb-” option) are found (236 steps; CI = 0.6102; RI = 0.716). Crassigyrinus emerges the 

second basalmost taxon after Acanthostega, Greererpeton and Tulerpeton occur in a polytomy near 

the base of all subsequent limbed taxa, and whatcheeriids fail to appear as a clade in the Adams 

consensus. In the rest of the tree, microsaurs emerge as a clade, but nectrideans and temnospondyls 

form overlapping arrays of taxa. Considerable Considerably more disruption takes place when 

pelvic characters are used alone (Fig. 1D, G; 99281 most parsimonious trees condensed from 

397062 with the “amb-” option; 236 steps; CI = 0.5101; RI = 0.6178). By far the most unexpected 

result is the placement of several finned taxa among basal limbed taxa. Most major limbed clades 

are not retrieved in the Adams consensus, but a notable exception is represented by nectrideans. 
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The ILD test returns a significant result (p = 0.002), suggesting differences in the nature of the 

signals associated with the pectoral and pelvic character sets (Fig. 2A). However, we urge caution 

in the interpretation of these results because the ILD test is known to be very (perhaps excessively) 

stringent, with a high type I error rate (see Planet 2006; Dolphin et al. 2000). 

Our tests based on tree distances are, considered together, slightly more equivocal than the 

ILD test. Thus, whilst the RF test returns a significant result (p = 0.002) (Fig. 2B), the d1 test is 

marginally non-significant (p = 0.062) (Fig. 2C). Overall, we think it reasonable to conclude that 

there is significant incongruence in the pectoral and pelvic signals, as shown by numerous attributes 

of the MPTs generated from these two character partitions, such as are described above. We do not 

use such incongruence as an argument against combining partitions. Thus, we acknowledge the 

possibility of hidden support (Gatesy et al. 1999) and the value of total evidence (Kluge 1989), but 

utilise the tests here to explore the nature of the signal in the two partitions. 

 

Disparity analyses  

 

General remarks. The number of PCo axes explaining at least 90 per cent of the total variance is 36 

when all characters are used, and 37 and 34, respectively, when anterior and posterior appendicular 

data are used. Tests of the differences in the means, medians, ranges, and variances of PCo scores 

for fish and tetrapods return significant results for the three character sets, regardless of the number 

of axes retained (Table Table S1; Dryad Digital Repository: 

http://dx.doi.org/10.5061/dryad.1hr49/3). 

A global test of congruence among the three PCo distance matrices (built from all characters, 

and from the anterior and posterior appendicular characters) rejects the null hypothesis of complete 

incongruence (Friedman’s X2 = 2461.929; Kendall’s W = 0.868; p = 0.001). The post-hoc tests show 

that each of the three matrices, in turn, is congruent with the other two (i.e. permutation tests for the 

Mantel statistics are significant; p = 0.001). Finally, the rank-based Mantel correlations show that 
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the degree of resemblance is highest for the two matrices of PCo distances generated from the full 

and the anterior appendicular sets (0.977), lowest for the matrices generated from the anterior and 

posterior appendicular sets (0.699), and intermediate for the matrices generated from the full and 

the posterior appendicular sets (0.722). 

In general agreement with the results from CADM, the Procrustean superimposition method 

shows that the highest correlation between the configurations of taxa in morphospace occurs 

between the distance matrices from the full and anterior appendicular sets (Procrustes sum of 

squares = 0.01475; correlation in symmetric Procrustes rotation = 0.9926; p = 0.001). Intermediate 

value is found for the distance matrices from the full and posterior sets (Procrustes sum of squares = 

0.0789; correlation in symmetric Procrustes rotation = 0.9597; p = 0.001). The lowest value is 

found for the distance matrices from the anterior and posterior sets (Procrustes sum of squares = 

0.1016; correlation in symmetric Procrustes rotation = 0.9478; p = 0.001). 

 

Rarefaction. In the vast majority of disparity indices investigated here (Fig. 3A, C, D), the median 

disparity in tetrapods using the whole data set is either marginally greater than or similar to that of 

fish over most comparable bootstrapped taxon sample sizes. At their greatest sample size, tetrapods 

are invariably more disparate than fish (except for the sum of variances) (Fig. 3B). Following Foote 

(1992), significant differences can be inferred when the mean or median values for the smaller 

group(s) lie(s) outside the 90 percent confidence intervals for the largest group. In our study, three 

indices (i.e. sum of ranges and the two root-products; Fig. 3A, C, D) do not differ significantly, at 

least for the maximum sample size of fish. The fourth index (sum of variances; Fig. 3B) shows that 

fish deviate more strongly from their own centroid (that is, they are more spread out relative to their 

own mean than tetrapods are). As would be expected for a variance-based index, the median values 

of the sum of variances change remarkably little with sample size for both groups. Based upon the 

two sum indices, we conclude that fish and tetrapods occupy morphospace regions of approximately 
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similar extent (such as is defined by the most eccentric data points), but within those regions their 

respective distributions differ. 

With the anterior appendicular set, the rarefaction analyses are very similar to those derived 

from the entire data set in the case of the two sums (Fig. 4A, B). However, the two root-products 

(Fig. 4C, D) show tetrapods to be more disparate than fish (i.e. the median value for the maximum 

sample size of fish is outside the confidence interval for tetrapods). 

Finally, the posterior appendicular set supports a higher median disparity in tetrapods than in 

fish, significantly so at all sample sizes greater than three for the sum of ranges (Fig. 4E) and 10 for 

the sum of variances (Fig. 4F). The occurrence of zero-value ranges and variances for scores on 

some PCo axes made it impossible to calculate product-based indices. 

 

Morphospace plots. All two-dimensional plots using the first three PCo axes (for brevity, we show 

only those based upon the entire data set; Fig. 5A–C) are broadly similar, although the plot based 

upon the posterior set differs somewhat from those based upon the whole and the anterior sets. A 

two-dimensional NMDS is shown in Figure 5D. Various general features of both the PCo and the 

NMDS plots are discussed here, as they provide a semi-quantitative characterization of the data 

point distribution. In both plots, all fin-bearing taxa form a widespread and slightly discontinuous 

scatter. In addition, they are aligned for the most part along the second and third PCo axes (but there 

is little spread on the first PCo axis) in the first two plots (Fig. 5A, B), and do not overlap limb-

bearing taxa. In the third plot (Fig. 5C), however, we note that fin-bearing taxa are almost equally 

spread on the second and third PCo axes; also, they surround the majority of limb-bearing taxa 

(with which they intersperse), and show a discontinuous distribution. Most limb-bearing taxa 

display a compact distribution in the three PCo plots, with little spread along the first three PCo 

axes. Five taxa (i.e. Acanthostega, Caerorhachis, Catskill humerus, Hynerpeton, Ichthyostega) are 

consistently well separated from other limb-bearing taxa. A sixth taxon, Ossinodus, emerges as an 

outlier in the first and third plots (Fig. 5A, C). In the compact cluster, we find mostly Carboniferous 
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and Permian taxa (Tulerpeton is an exception). In agreement with conclusions from comparative 

anatomical and phylogenetic analyses, Acanthostega, Ichthyostega, Hynerpeton and the Catskill 

humerus plot out in morphospace between elpistostegids and post-Devonian limbed taxa. Finally, 

the pattern of the NMDS plot (Fig. 5D) is very similar to that from the first two PCo plots (Fig. 5A, 

B): finned and limbed taxa are separate, and the latter are more densely clustered than the former. 

 

Spatial analyses 

 

Density plots. Both density (Fig. 6A, B) and perspective (Fig. 6C, D) plots show the discontinuity 

between fish and tetrapods. In the interest of brevity, we do not show plots associated with taxon 

distributions built from the data partitions. However, these plots also indicate heterogeneous taxon 

distributions in morphospace and the clear separation between fish and tetrapods (see above). One 

outstanding difference between the density and perspective plots related to PCoA (Fig. 6A, C) and 

those related to NMDS (Fig. 6B, D) is that fish are more uniformly distributed in the NMDS-related 

plots, whereas the PCoA-related plots show marginally greater discontinuity and two very slightly 

distinct peaks for fish. 

 

Data point patterns. Ripley’s K function was used to investigate the spatial distributions of taxa in 

morphospace for different inter-taxon distance scales. The K function expresses the average point 

density (or probability) as a function of the distance from every point (Hammer and Harper 2006) 

(Fig. 7: ‘iso’ line). By comparing the observed point distribution with a theoretical distribution from 

a random Poisson model (Fig. 7: ‘theo’ line), it is possible to determine whether taxa are under- or 

over-dispersed at different distance scales. The addition of a confidence envelope using 999 Monte 

Carlo-simulated random processes (Fig. 7; area between ‘high’ and ‘low’ lines) shows whether or 

not these differences are significant. When all fish and tetrapods are considered simultaneously, the 

observed curves occur significantly above the theoretical ones for all bivariate combinations of the 
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first three PCo axis coordinates (Fig. 7A, D, G). This indicates that the taxa are more clustered than 

expected, regardless of scale. Analysis of the tetrapod distribution alone yield similar, though less 

marked, results (Fig. 7C, F, I). By contrast, fish distribution is similar to a Poisson distribution on 

the plane delimited by PCo axes 1 and 2 (Fig. 7B), and statistically indistinguishable from a Poisson 

(though greater than it) on the planes delimited by PCo axes 1 and 3, and 2 and 3 (Fig. 7E, H). 

Very similar results to those based upon PCoA were obtained for the two-dimensional NMDS 

plot (Fig. 8). Except at very small distances, fish and tetrapod taxa together are significantly more 

clustered than expected (Fig. 8A). Fish are more dispersed than expected, though not significantly 

so (Fig. 8B). Conversely, tetrapods are significantly more clustered than expected at mid to large 

distances, but not at small to mid distances (Fig. 8C). 

 

Comments on a few key taxa 

 

Each of the taxa bracketing closely the fish-tetrapod internode (Panderichthys; Tiktaalik; Catskill 

humerus; Acanthostega; Ichthyostega) was tested for phenetic proximity to all remaining fish or all 

remaining tetrapods (Mann-Whitney U tests). Acanthostega (U = 26; p < 0.001), Ichthyostega (U = 

1; p = < 0.001) and the Catskill humerus (U = 107; p = 0.009) were significantly closer to tetrapods 

than they were to fish. In the case of Panderichthys (U = 162.5; p = 0.200) and Tiktaalik (U = 184; 

p = 0.632), the tests failed to reject the null hypothesis of no differences in the distributions of their 

distances from fish and from tetrapods. This is expected, given the mosaic of transitional traits of 

both genera, witnessed by their phylogenetic position (Daeschler et al. 2006; Shubin et al. 2006; 

Boisvert 2009; Ruta 2011). 

The Catskill humerus raises some interesting questions. As no other part of the anatomy of 

this animal is known, it is difficult to place phylogenetically. In its construction, it is certainly more 

derived than the humeri of fin-bearing taxa (including those of Panderichthys and Tiktaalik). On the 

other hand, it is more primitive than the humeri of Acanthostega and Ichthyostega (see Coates et al. 
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2004). Parsimony with equally weighted characters is inconclusive (Text-fig. 1A; see Ruta 2011). 

In order to quantify overall phenetic proximity of the Catskill humerus to fish and tetrapods, we 

repeated the distance tests using solely the anterior appendicular data and found, once again, that 

the Catskill humerus is phenetically closer to the limb-bearing taxa than to the fin-bearing taxa (U = 

112; p = 0.0129). 

 

A note on the distribution of unique character-states 

 

We report results of two tests devised to assess whether the unique states in the data matrix occur 

randomly. We recall that these tests use the distribution of those states and evaluate its departure 

(significant or otherwise) from a Poisson distribution. In each of the two graphs in Figure 9, grey 

bars are histograms representing the square root of number of occurrences of uniquely expressed 

states (i.e. instances of assignment of state 0, state 1, state 2, … , state n to a single taxon). The grey 

dots are expected counts based on a Poisson distribution. The histograms are displaced vertically in 

order to match the expected counts. This displacement can be thought of as the amount of departure 

from the Poisson distribution. Both maximum likelihood and chi-square were used as optimization 

criteria, treating each autapomorphy count as a category, and inferring the expected counts from the 

theoretical curves. A goodness-of-fit test for the Poisson distribution returns significant results, both 

with the maximum likelihood (likelihood ratio = 15.591; p = 0.004) and with the chi-square 

optimization criteria (Pearson = 23.216; p < 0.001). These results suggest that the distribution of the 

unique states in the data matrix is non-random. 

 

DISCUSSION 

 

Phylogeny 
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Two of the partition tests show that there are significant differences in the nature of the signals from 

pectoral and pelvic characters. The highly significant result for the ILD (p = 0.002) is unsurprising 

given that the test is notoriously difficult to pass. Furthermore, the ILD can return a significant 

result because of differing signal strengths in the partitions, as well as because the trees imply 

different sets of relationships (e.g. Planet 2006; Dolphin et al. 2000). In our study, however, an 

identical p-value is obtained from the tree distance-based analogue of the ILD test using RF, and a 

similar test using d1 was only marginally non-significant (p = 0.062). We conclude that inferred 

relationships differ significantyly in the two partitions (see Adams consensus trees: Fig. 1E, F, G). 

Moreover, the trees built from anterior appendicular data are more similar to those from the entire, 

taxon-reduced dataset than are the trees built from posterior appendicular data (although the number 

of characters in the pectoral partition is greater). The differences in p-values arise because the tree-

to-tree distance metrics, RF and d1, measure different properties of the trees. Thus, we recall that 

the RF distance counts the number of nodes unique to both trees; it follows that such a distance is 

particularly sensitive to translocations of distant branches, even when the size of those branches 

(number of subtended terminals) is small. The d1 distance calculates the number of taxa that would 

need to be pruned from two trees in order to make them identical. As such, it is almost impervious 

to the distance of the translocations, but is more sensitive to the number of taxa involved in branch 

swaps (e.g. Cobbett et al. 2007). Our results suggest that the pectoral and pelvic characters imply 

trees that differ in both respects. 

 

Disparity 

 

Despite the diverse appendicular constructions of limb-bearing taxa, our sample is overall no more 

disparate than that of fin-bearing taxa when the full character set is considered. These results may 

appear to be counterintuitive at first, given the sheer diversity of tetrapod limbs and girdles for both 

Devonian stem-group and Carboniferous stem- and basal crown-group tetrapods (e.g. Clack 2012). 
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However, fins and girdles in representatives of the tetrapod stem-group (rhizodonts, osteolepiforms, 

and elpistostegids) also reveal a remarkable structural (and presumably functional) variety (e.g. 

Coates et al. 2002, 2007, 2008; Long et al. 2006; Friedman et al. 2007; Shubin et al. 2006; Holland 

and Long 2009; Zhu and Yu 2009; Friedman and Brazeau 2010). 

A Ppossible explanations for the observed disparity patterns are detailed briefly. First, such 

patterns may be due to the is thatfact that several character-states occur ubiquitously – in some 

combination or another – in many several basal crown tetrapod clades. Ruta (2011) provided a 

preliminary and indirect characterization of this phenomenon, by showing that the rates of 

character-state change per branch,  (particularly internal branches along the ‘backbone’ (, or stem 

lineage), of the tree,) decrease remarkably in post-Devonian groups. An alternative explanation (as 

yet untested, pending completion of a new character matrix) invokes character exhaustion (see 

Wagner 2000; Wagner et al. 2006), i.e. a decreasing frequency of novel character-states in 

descendants relative to ancestors. Exhaustion would result in character-state changes for tetrapods 

being distributed over a smaller number of characters than for fish. A third explanation might be 

that the conquest of land imposed functional constraints on the range of limb variability, perhaps as 

a result of the addition of a novel functional role – body weight support – to propulsion (Professor 

Mike Benton, personal communication to the authors, 2015; see also Clack 2012). An analogy can 

be drawn with the functional constraints imposed by flight on the skeleton of bird fore-limbs (see 

also Puttick et al. 2014). Finally, it might be hypothesized that limb characters, especially among 

basal crown tetrapod clades, have been scrutinised to a much lesser degree than those in taxa 

spanning the fin-limb transition proper. Thus, uneven efforts in delimitation of morphological 

conditions across all limbed clades and grades might have resulted in a character coding exhaustion 

artefact (Professor Mike Benton, personal communication to the authors, 2015). 

For three of the disparity indices (the two root-products, and the sum of variances), there are 

no significant differences between fish and tetrapods, although tetrapods are slightly more disparate 

at most sample sizes. Conversely, the fourth index – sum of variances – is significantly greater for 
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fish. The additive (sum) indices take no account of the distribution of univariate ranges or variances 

(e.g. 5 + 5 + 5 = 7 + 7 + 1), whereas the multiplicative (product) indices do (e.g. 5 x 5 x 5 > 7 x 7 x 

1). Thus, group A can have a higher sum but a lower product of univariate measures than group B 

(e.g. A: 12 + 2 + 2 = 16 and 12 x 2 x 2 = 48; B: 4 + 4 + 4 = 12 and 4 x 4 x 4 = 64). Higher products 

can thus be achieved by distributions with more similar ‘spread’ on all of the axes or coordinates. In 

our study, the bounds of morphospace envelope (range) are similar for fish and tetrapods whether 

such bounds are calculated by multiplication or addition. In contrast, the results for variances (i.e. 

mean squared difference from the group mean) differ for products (fish and tetrapods are similar) 

and sums (fish are greater than tetrapods). This implies that the differences among fish taxa are 

relatively unevenly distributed across coordinates (the difference between products and sums). 

Tetrapods appear to hold the bounds of the morphospace envelope open with a smaller number of 

‘outliers’, to exhibit greater local clustering, and to concentrate the differences between them on a 

smaller number of axes. This is consistent with the results from the K function analyses, whereby 

tetrapods are significantly clustered at all spatial scales using the first three PCo axes, but the 

distribution of fish is statistically indistinguishable from random. 

The greater dispersion of fish from their mean morphology could be interpreted as an artefact 

of poor taxon sampling. In short, we may have sampled fish taxa more selectively than tetrapod taxa 

because we included only those fish species for which detailed appendicular data are available. This 

could imply that the data matrix samples variation between different plesions on the piscine stretch 

of the tetrapod stem efficiently, whilst simultaneously undersampling variation within each plesion. 

Unfortunately, this possibility cannot be tested at present, as the relevant data are not available. If 

poorly-preserved (omitted) fish taxa were distributed at random along the tetrapod stem, then we 

would expect to sample most of the major plesions. In addition, the variance structure of our sample 

should reflect that of the original distribution. For example, if we had morphospace clusters (within 

plesions) with a modest scatter of taxa in between, then this would be seen in the distribution of fish 

in morphospace. However, if omitted fish were not distributed randomly (e.g. due to a preservation 
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or collection bias for some plesions), then a much more rarefied sample (large, empty morphospace 

areas) would likely result from the omission of whole plesions (or large proportions of those). The 

pattern we retrieve is therefore likely to be partly real. 
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TEXT-FIG. 1. Early tetrapod relationships based on maximum parsimony analyses of appendicular 

data. A, strict consensus of 120 tree from the analysis of the full data matrix in Ruta (2011; 44 

taxa, 157 characters); B, E, 50 percent majority-rule and Adams consensus of taxonomically 

reduced taxon set (27 out of 44 original taxa; see text for details) with 154 characters 

(removal of characters 149, 150, and 152 from original matrix; see text for details); C, F, 50 

percent majority-rule and Adams consensus of taxonomically reduced taxon set using anterior 

appendicular characters (1–89, 139–143, 151, and 153–156); D, G, 50 percent majority-rule 

and Adams consensus of taxonomically reduced taxon set using posterior appendicular 

characters (90–138, 144–148, and 157). Abbreviations: Aca, Acanthostega; Arc, Archeria; 

Asa, Asaphestera; Bal, Balanerpeton; Bap, Baphetes; Bar, Barameda; Cae, Caerorhachis; 

Cat, Catskill humerus; Cra, Crassigyrinus; Den, Dendrerpeton; Eoh, Eoherpeton; Euc, 

Eucritta; Eus, Eusthenopteron; Gly, Glyptolepis; Gog, Gogonasus; Gre, Greererpeton; Hyn, 

Hynerpeton; Ich, Ichthyostega; Mar, Marsdenichthys; Med, Medoevia; Meg, Megalichthys; 

Ony, Onychodus; Oss, Ossinodus; Pan, Panderichthys; Ped, Pederpes; Pho, Pholiderpeton; 

Pro, Proterogyrinus; Pty, Ptyonius; Rhi, Rhizodus; Rhp, Rhizodopsis; Sap, Sauropleura; Sau, 

Sauripterus; Sax, Saxonerpeton; Sci, Scincosaurus; Sil, Silvanerpeton; Ste, Sterropterygion; 

Str, Strepsodus; Tik, Tiktaalik; Tri, Trimerorhachis; Tud, Tuditanus; Tul, Tulerpeton; Uro, 

Urocordylus; Wes, Westlothiana; Wha, Whatcheeria. 

 

TEXT-FIG. 2. Results of character partition experiments. Arrows point to the reference value of 

various indices used in the experiments of character partition from the original matrix (99 

pectoral and 55 pelvic characters). A, frequency distribution of incongruent length difference 

(ILD) values for data sets randomly partitioned 500 times in the same proportions as the 

original data; B, frequency distribution of Robinson-Foulds (RF) values for data sets 

randomly partitioned 500 times in the same proportions as the original data; C, frequency 

distribution of maximum agreement subtree distance (d1) values for data sets randomly 
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partitioned 500 times in the same proportions as the original data (see text for explanations of 

the ILD, RF, and d1 indices). 

 

TEXT-FIG. 3. Rarefaction profiles for mean values of four disparity indices and associated 90 

percent confidence intervals, based on full character matrix. A, sum of ranges; B, sum of 

variances; C, root-product of ranges; D, root-product of variances. 

 

TEXT-FIG. 4. Rarefaction profiles for mean values of four disparity indices and associated 90 

percent confidence intervals, based on anterior (A–D) and posterior (E, F) appendicular 

characters. The occurrence of zero-value ranges and variances for scores on some PCo axes 

made it impossible to calculate product-based indices for the posterior appendicular data. A, 

E, sum of ranges; B, F, sum of variances; C, root-product of ranges; D, root-product of 

variances. 

 

TEXT-FIG. 5. Two-dimensional morphospace plots based on pairwise combinations of the first 

three PCo axes (A–C) and on the first two NMDS axes (D). Plots were based on the whole 

character set. Black circles represent fish;, white circles represent tetrapods. Abbreviations as 

in Figure 1. 

 

TEXT-FIG. 6. A, C, density and perspective plot for taxa plotted on the plane delimited by the first 

two PCo axes; B, D, density and perspective plot for taxa plotted on the plane delimited by 

the first two NMDS axes. Plots were based on the whole character set. Circles represent fish;, 

triangles represent tetrapods. 

 

TEXT-FIG. 7. Ripley’s K function (solid black line) for taxon distributions in the two-dimensional 

planes delimited by pairwise combinations of the first three PCo axes (PCo1-PCo2, A–C; 
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PCo1-PCo3, D–F; PCo2-PCo3, G–I) for the full taxon sets (A, D, G), fish only (B, E, H), and 

tetrapods only (C, F, I). In all plots, the dashed line is the theoretical Poisson distribution of a 

set of points of identical number to the taxa, and the dotted lines are the upper and lower 

boundaries of a 95 percent confidence envelope. 

 

FIG. 8. Ripley’s K function (solid black line) for taxon distributions in the two-dimensional plane 

delimited by the first two NMDS axes for the full taxon sets (A), fish only (B), and tetrapods 

only (C). In all plots, the dashed line is the theoretical Poisson distribution of a set of points of 

identical number to the taxa, and the dashed lines are the upper and lower boundaries of a 95 

percent confidence envelope. 

 

FIG. 9. Goodness-of-fit tests applied to the distribution of unique states in the Ruta (2011) matrix, 

using maximum likelihood (A) and chi-square optimization (B) criteria. In each graph, the 

histograms are square root-transformed values of the number of instances of unique states 

assigned to each individual taxon; the dots show expected counts from a Poisson distribution; 

the histograms are displaced vertically to match the values of the expected counts, and the 

amount of displacement is taken to represent the departure from a Poisson distribution. 
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